The Weizmann Institute of Science is one of the world’s leading institutions of basic scientific research in all disciplines of natural and exact sciences: mathematics and computer sciences; physics; chemistry; biochemistry and biology. At any given time, some 1,200 studies are being conducted at the Weizmann Institute in fields that are on the cutting edge of science and that serve to enrich human knowledge about the world around us and our role in the universe. The Institute’s unique character encourages numerous multidisciplinary collaborations in all areas of research. The scientific investigations conducted at the Weizmann Institute makes a major contribution to the development of new technologies and to the invention of new materials, medicines, and state-of-the-art medical treatment, and to better understanding the environment and developing alternative sources of energy. The Institute invests considerable efforts and resources in scientific education for school-aged children and the public.

Some 2,700 employees work at the Weizmann Institute of which some 250 are professors and other scientists heading their own research teams. Some 950 are staff scientists, engineers, and technicians; more than 1,100 are graduate students (master’s and doctoral candidates) and some 400 are administrative employees. The Institute’s budget is approximately one billion shekels – a quarter of which is granted by the Israel government with the remainder originating from grants won by the Institute’s scientists as well as from donations and scholarships.
The Feinberg Graduate School is the educational arm of the Weizmann Institute of Science. It was founded in 1958 with the support of the United States Government. The Graduate School is named for Abraham Feinberg, LL.B. (U.S.A.) founder and first Chair of its Board of Trustees. The main goal of the Feinberg Graduate School is the advanced training of new generations of creative and original researchers in the natural sciences and mathematics, or, in other words, the education of future scientific leaders.

The Graduate School offers programs leading to the degrees of Master of Science (M.Sc.) and Doctor of Philosophy (Ph.D.) in Physics, Chemistry, Life Sciences, Mathematics and Computer Science, and Science Teaching. Interdisciplinary programs are widespread and encouraged.

Since its founding, the Graduate School has been an accredited institution of higher learning in Israel, and received an absolute charter granted by the Board of Regents of the State of New York. The instructors and advisors of the Graduate School are members of the scientific staff of the Weizmann Institute of Science. Currently, there are over 1,100 students, with a student-teacher ratio of 4:1, enabling considerable individual attention. The official language of instruction is English. This enables foreign students to participate fully in all of the Graduate School’s programs. The only criteria for acceptance to the School are academic excellence and scientific integrity. Admission to all programs, privileges, and activities is granted without regard to race, gender, color, nationality, and origin. All students are directly involved in the research conducted at the Institute, and receive scholarships that allow them to devote all their energies to research and study. There are no tuition fees.

The Graduate School consists of five Research Schools: the Solo Dwek and Maurizio Dwek Research School of Chemical Science, the Ekard Research School of Biological Science, the Lorry I. Lokey Research School of Biochemical Science, the Moross Research School of Mathematics and Computer Science and the André Deloro Research School of Physical Science. This year, the André Deloro School of Physical Science was named thanks to a generous donation from the Mr. André Deloro of France who passed away recently.

These schools provide an extra boost to the students’ immersion into scientific research, supporting them in their becoming mature scientists. The Research Schools’ benefits for students include a wide range of opportunities for personal development, such as scientific travel grants to facilitate expanded contacts with the international research community, greater exposure to world leaders in their fields through student-organized lectures, workshops, and conferences, and support for services and information resources.

The Feinberg Graduate School is headed by a Dean, assisted by a steering committee consisting of the Directors of the Research Schools. Each Research School has a Board of Studies that coordinates all activities in the relevant discipline. The Graduate School Office, headed by a Director and Academic Secretary, coordinates general administrative operations of the School.

The Feinberg Graduate School also coordinates the Kupcinet-Getz Summer School Program for undergraduate students from Israel and abroad.
Dear Graduates,

It gives me great pleasure to congratulate you, the Weizmann Institute's new graduates, as well as your families, your faculty advisors, and your mentors, on your tremendous achievement in receiving an advanced degree. I truly hope that the work you have accomplished here has been fulfilling and will propel your careers in the direction in which you choose to take them.

I know how much you have added to the Weizmann Institute of Science community in your time here. Because you are part and parcel of the research in our laboratories, you have not only been soaking up knowledge from experienced faculty, but have also contributed to the advancement of science. Your injection of fresh and creative ideas into our investigations is part of our recipe for success. It's a symbiotic relationship in which the best kind of scholarship occurs.

You have received a world-class science education. You now have the chance to play meaningful roles in science. Here in Israel, you can become an actor in this country's unbelievable narrative of ascendency in R&D—at the bench or in industry. The Weizmann Institute, of course, is part of this narrative. Overseas, there is a thirst for all the knowledge you have accumulated and, moreover, for the special Israeli brand of entrepreneurship that you have been exposed to among your colleagues in the lab. That is: Take your innovative idea and run with it.

On your behalf, I’d also like to extend thanks to the Feinberg Graduate School’s community of alumni and faithful supporters throughout the world, whose friendship for the School has been so important in its development. Because of our supporters, we were able to establish in recent years five research schools to complement our five faculties.

This year, through the generous donation of the Adelis Foundation, we have named the fifth research school, the André Deloro Research School of Physical Science.

In other news, we have just selected the first four recipients of the David Lopatie Fellowship, which offers scholarships to outstanding Master’s students. These four individuals are incredibly talented budding scientists who received the highest recommendations possible, not only top-notch grades. The fellowships were established thanks to the generosity of Board member David Lopatie of Johannesburg, as part of his visionary contribution last year for the David Lopatie Hall of Graduate Studies. The Fellowships help the Institute advance its efforts to recruit the best and brightest students from Israel and abroad, and enrich their educational experience.

As recent graduates, we hope you will take the time to join our Alumni Organization via the website www.weizmann.ac.il/alumni/English/home and benefit from and contribute to the knowledge and experience of its many illustrious alumni.

Indeed, we take pride in all your achievements here. We wish you great success as you embark on your careers, which we expect will be grounded in the ultimate goal of advancing science for the benefit of humanity.

We hope that this place has inspired you and hope you remain connected to the Weizmann family as alumni. We’d love to continue to see you on campus in the years ahead.

With best wishes,

Prof. Daniel Zajfman, President
Weizmann Institute of Science
Dear Graduates,

This is the time for our annual graduation ceremony, when we celebrate together your officially joining the world community of scientists. I hope that during the years we spent together we provided you with the tools to develop from what is often a nebulous, not-yet-informed scientific personality into a full-blown scientist. These tools are intellectual, knowledge-oriented on the one side, and practice-oriented on the other. There is, however, also an additional aspect, which is not less important or real because it is impalpable: This has to do with perceiving the freedom associated with the lack of boundaries of the intellectual universe, the exhilaration of jumping a mental boundary, the challenge of understanding, and the sense of doing it right.

The word science comes, in all languages that I know, from the root of the word knowledge: We seek knowledge about the universe around us, as many have done before us. We are all aware of the groundbreaking scientific contributions made thousands of years ago in Egypt, in Greece, in China, in Iraq and in ancient Persia in the areas of astronomy, mathematics, physics and medicine. We all profit from what these ancient fathers contributed to humankind.

Consideration of these examples should encourage us more than anything else to realize that science has no boundaries of geography, language, race or belief.

I invite you to exploit at its best this unique power of science: the freedom of scientific thinking makes us 'citizens of the world'. Science does not belong to one country or to one people, it is universal and cosmopolitan; as such it must be used to increase our collective knowledge and understanding, building bridges between like minds motivated by the curiosity to understand the universe surrounding us.

We are scientists, and as such we took our vows to scholarship, rigor and total honesty. What should we then do with our science? Curiosity-driven research or applied research? Should we do science for its 'fruit-bearing' or science for its 'light-bearing' qualities? As bizarre as this may sound when speaking about science, there are no precise answers to these questions, and neither is there a precise procedure to be followed in order to seek the answer. Creativity, originality and intuition are important in the research scientist not less than what they are in the humanities. Science is also an art, and each one of you as an artist must find his or her own way of expressing oneself. Only when and if you find your individual answer, and you pursue it without compromises, will you be able to exploit your potential at its maximum. Whichever is the answer you find, I wish you great success in the continuation of your careers.

Thank you for what you have given to us, which is not less quantitatively and qualitatively, and certainly not less important than what we have given to you.

Good luck to you in the rest of your life to come.

Prof. Lia Addadi, Dean
Feinberg Graduate School
Dear Graduates,

I am privileged and honored to congratulate you on your graduation and receipt of degrees. Of all the ceremonies in which my role requires me to take part, this one continues to move me and give me pride, pleasure, and satisfaction. So the fact that this is presumably the final degree to be conferred on you is saddening. The advantage, on the other hand, is that I can take the liberty to reuse my words said at the previous two ceremonies.

The completion of your studies represents an important crossroads in your professional life. It is an appropriate time to take stock, do some soul-searching, and prepare for important decisions. This fact, I am sure, is clear to you.

What I am not sure you are aware of is that this is also an important point for those of us who have guided you over the last few years. For us, your teachers, this is a moment of self-examination and introspection. After all, you have entrusted us with some of your most creative and productive years. We ask ourselves: Have we lived up to the challenge? Will the education and training that we provided prepare you well for your careers?

Perhaps you do not realize how difficult it is for an advisor to decide on the “right” path. Many frustrations await those who scour the books looking for enlightenment. Oscar Wilde’s advice—for example, “Education is an admirable thing, but it is well to remember from time to time that nothing that is worth knowing can be taught”—is, although witty, both erroneous and not at all helpful. Anatole France’s saying, “Nine-tenths of education is encouragement,” is qualitatively—but not quantitatively—correct, and does not hint at what should be provided beyond encouragement. Albert Einstein, who was also interested in education, is the one who gave the clearest solution to this issue, saying “The only rational way of educating is to be an example—if one can’t help it, a warning example.” That is, if I cannot exemplify good conduct, I should at least provide a good example of the things that must not be done!

Indeed, many of us are surprised to discover that certain aspects of our own approach to educating our students are exact replicas of the education we received, while in other aspects, we try to do the opposite of what our advisors did.

This extended influence reflects the great responsibility that lies on our shoulders. As the Talmud says, “The father who teaches his son, it is as if he had taught his son, his son’s son, and so on to the end of generations.” (Tractate Kiddushin 36)

I hope that your teachers’ personal example taught you never to stop asking, wondering, and thinking. I hope you have learned that choosing the right question is the key question—and the most difficult challenge—facing a scientist. I hope the importance and centrality of personal and intellectual integrity, striving continuously for excellence, realizing your capabilities and potential to the fullest, working hard, and making uncompromising efforts is clear to you.

One must admit that it is not only the political reality that is challenging—I am certain that you have been exposed to the less-than-pleasant aspects of the world of modern science, such as the pressure to publish, the politics behind the acceptance or rejection of articles, and the strong competition that leads some people into dishonesty and unfairness. I hope you will not surrender to cynicism, and that you will succeed in maintaining your curiosity, enthusiasm, vitality, and integrity. I sincerely hope that as you part from the Weizmann Institute, you recognize the privilege you have been granted—to ask the most interesting and challenging questions, seek their answers and make a living doing it.

Prof. Eytan Domany
Chairman of the Scientific Council
Dear Alumni,

On behalf of the Weizmann Institute Alumni Organization, I would like, first and foremost, to congratulate all those who have joined the family of Weizmann Institute of Science graduates this year and to wish you the best of luck for the future.

The goals the Alumni Organization has set for the coming years are keeping in touch with all Weizmann Institute alumni, creating a social and professional alumni network, and strengthening the Weizmann Institute's ties with Israel's economic, industrial, and financial sectors.

I would like to take this opportunity to cordially invite you to visit our Alumni Organization website and to register as an alumnus. During the registration process you will be presented with the option of opening your own alumni e-mail address. Once you register, we will be able to keep in touch with you and send you Weizmann Institute updates and news.

Our English website address is www.weizmann.ac.il/alumni/English. We can also be found on Facebook and LinkedIn.

I wish you all the best in your future endeavors and encourage you to keep in contact with us.

Yael Goren-Wegman
Executive Director
Israeli Friends and Alumni Organization
The John F. Kennedy Prize

The research prizes in memory of John F. Kennedy are awarded by the memorial fund for the late U.S. President. The Kennedy Fund awards grants to research students, travel grants, postdoctoral fellowships, and grants to senior visiting scientists at the Institute.

Mr. Itai Dinur
Advisor: Prof. Adi Shamir, Computer Science & Applied Mathematics

Dr. Daniel Glasner
Advisor: Prof. Ronen Basri, Computer Science & Applied Mathematics

Dr. Uri Livneh
Advisor: Dr. Rony Paz, Neurobiology

Dr. Michael Yartsev
Advisor: Dr. Nachum Ulanovsky, Neurobiology

The Dimitris N. Chorafas Prize

An international prize awarded by Swiss philanthropist Prof. Dr. Dimitris N. Chorafas. Each year, the fund he heads accepts candidates from a small number of selected prestigious universities from around the world, including the Weizmann Institute of Science.

Mr. Graham de Ruiter
Advisor: Prof. Millko Erik Van Der Boom, Organic Chemistry

Ms. Yonit Hochberg
 Advisors: Prof. Micha Berkoouz, Particle Physics and Astrophysics
 Prof. Yosel Nir, Particle Physics and Astrophysics

The Elchanan E. Bondi Memorial Prize

Dr. Elchanan Bondi died in 1971. Elchanan did his doctoral thesis in the Department of Biophysics while suffering from a kidney disease.

Dr. Dana Vedder-Weiss
Advisor: Dr. David Fortas, Science Teaching

The Dov Elad Memorial Prize

Prof. Dov Elad died in 1979. Dov was a professor of chemistry and chaired the Board of Studies in Chemical Sciences. He contributed significantly to the Institute and to the Graduate School.

Dr. Tamir Klein
Advisors: Prof. Dan Yakir, Earth and Planetary Sciences
 Dr. Shabtai (Shep) Cohen, Volcani Center

The Shimon Reich Memorial Prize

Prof. Shimon Reich died in 2010. Shimon was a professor in the Department of Materials and Interfaces, of the Faculty of Chemistry, at the Weizmann Institute of Science for forty years.

Mr. Yuri Khodorkovsky
Advisor: Prof. Ilya Averbukh, Chemical Physics

Mr. Elisha Krieg
Advisor: Dr. Boris Rybtchinski, Organic Chemistry

The Gad Resheff Memorial Prize

Gad Resheff died in 1973 during the Yom Kippur War while serving as the commander of an outpost at the Suez Canal. He was awarded the Medal of Valor posthumously. Gad was a doctoral student in the Department of Biophysics.

Dr. Osip Schwartz
Advisor: Dr. Dan Oron, Physics of Complex Systems

The Giora Yoel Yashinski Memorial Prize

Giora Yoel Yashinski died in 1971 in an air force plane that crashed on the Sinai coast. Giora completed his studies towards a Master’s Degree in the Department of Chemical Physics.

Mr. Oren Raz
Advisor: Dr. Nirit Dudovitch, Physics of Complex Systems
Prizes for Outstanding Students
2013

The Daniel Brenner Memorial Prize
Daniel Brenner fell in 1982 during the Lebanon War in the battle for Sidon. Daniel was a doctoral student in the Department of Chemical Physics.

Dr. Yuval Hart
Advisor: Prof. Uri Alon, Molecular Cell Biology

The Lady Anne Chain Memorial Prize
Lady Anne Chain was a noted researcher and friend of the Weizmann Institute of Science for many years.

Dr. Ehud Zigmond
Advisor: Prof. Steffen Jung, Immunology

The Esther Hellinger Memorial Prize
Dr. Esther Hellinger was born in England. She joined the staff of the Daniel Sieff Research Institute upon its establishment in 1934 and worked with Dr. Chaim Weizmann.

Dr. Itamar Harel
Advisor: Prof. Eldad Tzahor, Biological Regulation

The Haim Holtzman Memorial Prize
Haim Holtzman was killed in 1969. He died while trying to land his burning plane beyond the residential area of northern Rehovot.

Dr. Eran Ophir
Advisor: Prof. Yair Reisner, Immunology

The Menashe Milo Memorial Prize
Menashe Milo completed his studies in Physics as part of the academic reserves. During the Yom Kippur War, Menashe fought in the Golan Heights as a tank commander. Menashe died suddenly in 1981.

Dr. Shlomi Kotler
Advisor: Dr. Roei Ozeri, Physics of Complex Systems

Lonia and Jose Roth Memorial Prize
The prize is awarded for outstanding Ph.D. thesis research combined with excellence in writing in English. Lonia and Jose M. Roth were Holocaust survivors who admired both the natural sciences and fine writing. This Prize is in memory of their lifelong support of the Weizmann Institute and of Israel.

Dr. Arren Bar-Even
Advisor: Dr. Ron Milo, Plant Sciences

The Dean’s Prize for Ph.D. Students

Dr. Julia Farache Pinto
Advisor: Dr. Guy Shakhar, Immunology

Dr. Eilon Sharon
Advisor: Prof. Eran Segal, Computer Science & Applied Mathematics

The Dean’s Prize for Outstanding M.Sc. Students

Ms. Ella Doron-Mandel
Advisor: Prof. Mike Fainzilber, Biological Chemistry

Ms. Osher Merhav Fischzang
Advisor: Prof. Nir Orion, Science Teaching

Mr. Idan Frumkin
Advisor: Prof. Yitzhak Pilibel, Molecular Genetics

Ms. Iris Grossman
Advisor: Prof. Deborah Fass, Structural Biology

Ms. Hila Harris
Advisor: Prof. Dov Sagì, Neurobiology

Mr. Nadav Myers
Advisor: Prof. Yosef Shaul, Molecular Genetics

Mr. Ron Tenne
Advisor: Dr. Dan Orun, Physics of Complex Systems
National Competitive Programs

The Adams Fellowships for Doctoral Students
Established in 2005 by Mr. Marcel Adams, Montreal, Canada

The Azrieli Fellows Program
Established in 2007 by the Azrieli Foundation, Tel Aviv, Israel

The Clore Scholars Program
Established in 1992 by Dame Vivien Duffield, DBE, and the Clore Foundation, Jerusalem, Israel
With gratitude to the supporters of the graduate studies program at the Weizmann Institute of Science

The Weizmann Institute of Science and the students and staff of the Feinberg Graduate School are grateful to our many friends throughout the world who have generously funded our graduate studies program.

The Weizmann Institute has created five new research schools affiliated with its five faculties to expand and enhance its graduate education. All of the research schools have been endowed: The Lorry I. Lokey Research School of Biochemical Science, established in 2007; the Solo Dwek and Maurizio Dwek Research School of Chemical Science, established in 2008; the Moross Research School for Mathematics and Computer Science, established in 2009; the Ekard School of Biological Sciences, established in 2009, and the André Deloro Research School of Physical Science, established in 2013.

These strategic investments provide students with greater opportunities for personal development and independent research, expanded contacts with the international research community, and even greater exposure to world leaders in their fields.

Scholarships are precious gifts—in essence, gifts of knowledge. They enable our students to concentrate on their studies, freeing them to devote their full energies to coursework and laboratory research. This steadfast encouragement has borne fruit in the many research scientists all over the world who began their careers at the Weizmann Institute of Science. Today’s graduates are tomorrow’s scientific leaders.
Scholarship Awards
Ph.D. Scholarships in Perpetuity

The Lila and Israel Jacob Alter Scholarship
Established in 2008 through a bequest of Israel Jacob Alter, Israel

The Cindy Rose Anderson Scholarship Endowment Fund
Established in 2007 by Cindy Rose Anderson, Palm Beach, Florida

The Dr. Lester Aronberg Scholarship in Perpetuity
Established in 1981 by the Dr. Lester Aronberg Foundation, Chicago, Illinois

The Jacob and Sonia Hager Axelrad Endowed Doctoral Scholarship Fund for Cancer Research
Established in 1999 through a bequest of Sonia Hager Axelrad, New York

The Hanan Bar-On Memorial Fund
Established in 2004 by the Weizmann Institute of Science, in honor and in memory of Hanan Bar-On, former Vice-President of the Weizmann Institute of Science, Rehovot, Israel

The Shlomo Beilitz Scholarship
Established in 1979 through a bequest of Shlomo Beilitz, Ra’anana, Israel

The Louis Bein Scholarships for Russian Students
Established in 1991 by the Louis Bein Trust, Chicago, Illinois

The Hazel Olzman Bellin Memorial Endowed PhD Scholarship in Cancer Research
Established in 2009 through a bequest of Hazel Olzman Bellen, New York

The Ursula Johanna and Fritz Werner Blumenthal Scholarship
Established in 2007 through a bequest of Ursula Johanna and Fritz Werner Blumenthal, Australia

The Dr. Walter and Dr. Trude Borchardt Fund for Graduate Students and the Feinberg Graduate School
Established in 2001 through a bequest of Dr. Trude Borchardt, New York

The Jeannette and Max Bouckalter Scholarships
Established in 2009 by Jeannette and Max Bouckalter, Paris, France

The Helen G. and Richard B. Bryant Scholarship Fund in Biomedical Research
Established in 2002 by Helen G. Bryant, Chicago, Illinois

The Caspe Family Scholarship
Established in 2000 by Mr. and Mrs. Lewis Caspe and the Caspe Family Foundation, Des Moines, Iowa

The Louis Bein Scholarships for Russian Students
Established in 1991 by the Louis Bein Trust, Chicago, Illinois

The Professor Arthur Charlesby Fund for Doctoral Student Scholarships and Travel Stipends
Established in 2001 by Irene Charlesby, Swindon, United Kingdom, in memory of her husband

The Dr. Rebecca Chutick and Dr. Lillian Chutick Doctoral Scholarship Fund for Immigrant Students from the Commonwealth of Independent States (CIS)
Established in 1994 through a bequest of Dr. Rebecca Chutick, New York

The Judith and Norman D. Cohen Doctoral Scholarship
Established in 2005 by Judith and Norman Cohen, New York

The Leo A. and Sarah G. Copin Scholarship Fund
Established in 1994 through a bequest of Sarah G. Copin, Palm Beach, Florida

The Florence Edelman Scholarship in Perpetuity
Established in 1987 through a bequest of Florence Edelman, New York

The Dr. Eugene I. and Charlotte Falstein Graduate Scholarship
Established in 1997 by Charlotte R. Falstein, Chicago, Illinois

The Harold Feinstein and Bess Rae C. Feinstein Scholarship Fund for Students from the Commonwealth of Independent States (CIS)
Established in 1990 through a bequest of Bess Rae C. Feinstein, Chicago, Illinois

The Stephen W. Fleck Scholarship Fund
Established in 1995 through a bequest of Herta Fleck, New York

The Regina and Leo Frisch Scholarships
Established in 2010 through a bequest of Rachel Lubell, New York

The Chaya Austern Fuchs Scholarships
Established in 2010 through a bequest of Rachel Lubell, New York

The Joseph F. and Clara Ford Foundation Scholarship in Perpetuity
Established in 1989 by the Joseph F. and Clara Ford Foundation, Boston, Massachusetts

The Yehezkel and Fruma Freedman Education Fund
Established in 2001 through a bequest of Isaac Freedman, Boston, Massachusetts

The Violet, Samuel, and Anna Friedman Doctoral Scholarship Fund
Established in 2009 through a bequest of Violet Friedman, Palm Springs, California

The Regina and Leo Frisch Scholarships
Established in 2010 through a bequest of Rachel Lubell, New York

The Chaya Austern Fuchs Scholarships
Established in 2010 through a bequest of Rachel Lubell, New York

The Rita Gehl Scholarship in Cancer Research
Established in 1999 by Rita Gehl, London, United Kingdom
The Yasha Gluzman Scholarship
Established in 1998 by Ilan Gluzman, Nutley, New Jersey

The Goldberg-Guild Scholarships
Established in 1984 by Bernard Goldberg, Hallandale, Florida, and by Irwin C. Guild, Palm Beach, Florida

The Morris and Rose Goldman Scholarship Fund
Established in 1996 by Rose Goldman, Chicago, Illinois

The Linda, Tal, and Akiva Gross Endowment Fund, in Memory of Heinrich Gross
Established in 2007 by Akiva Gross, Glencoe, Illinois

The Leanora, Judith, and Samson Gruber Memorial Scholarships
Established in 1998 by Mr. and Mrs. Irving M. Gruber, New York, and named in memory of Mrs. Gruber and the Gruber’s children

The Herbert Leiser Harband Memorial Scholarship
Established in 1976 through bequests of Dorothea and Julius Harband, San Francisco, California, in memory of their beloved son

The Otto and Mary Hersch Scholarships in Perpetuity
Established in 1987 through a bequest of Mary Hersch, New York

The Lotte and Ludwig Heusinger Memorial Scholarship
Established in 1993 through a bequest of Dr. Ludwig Heusinger, Kfar Shmaryahu, Israel

The William T. Hogan and Winifred T. Hogan Scholarship
Established in 1997 by the International Brotherhood of Teamsters Local 714, Chicago, Illinois

The Abraham and Elena Kahn Scholarship Fund
Established in 2004 by Abraham and Elena Kahn, Mexico

The Morris Kahn Scholarships in Systems Biology
Established in 2011 by the Weizmann Institute of Science in honor of Morris Kahn, Israel

The John F. Kennedy Memorial Scholarship Fund
Established in 1965 by the John F. Kennedy Memorial Foundation, Rehovot, Israel

The Malcolm Kingsberg Memorial Scholarship
Established in 1972 through a bequest of Malcolm Kingsberg, New York

The Jeaninne Klueger Scholarship
Established in 1991 by Seraphina Klueger, Dusseldorf, Germany, in memory of her daughter

The Alex and Lilly Koron Scholarship
Established in 2008 through bequests of Alex and Lilly Koron, Chicago, Illinois

The Saerree and Louis Fiedler Scholarship for Cancer Research, in Memory of Lillian Hellman Kugler
Established in 1983 through the Saerree K. and Louis P. Fiedler Family Fund, Deerfield, Illinois

The Alexander E. Langsam Memorial Doctoral Scholarship
Established in 2001 by Florence Langsam, Rockville, Maryland

The Liselotte and Richard Laster Endowed Doctoral Scholarship in Brain Research
Established in 2001 by Mr. and Mrs. Richard Laster, Chappaqua, New York

The Harold J. Lawn, M.D. Scholarship Fund
Established in 1985 by Dr. Harold J. Lawn, St. Paul, Minnesota

The Sally and Jerome Lipper Scholarship Fund for Young Immigrants
Established in 1993 by the Kenneth and Evelyn Lipper Foundation, New York

The Bert and Etta Liss Scholarship
Established in 2011 through a bequest of Bert and Etta Liss

The Samuel and Eleanor London Scholarship
Established in 1986 through a bequest of Eleanor J. London, Los Angeles, California

The Dr. Saul and Rose Mackoff Doctoral Scholarship
Established in 2002 through a bequest of Dr. Saul Mackoff, Chicago, Illinois

The Rixi Markus Scholarships, in Memory of Eugenia, Ignacy, and Herbert Alfred Heller
Established in 1995 through a bequest of Rixi Markus, MBE, London, United Kingdom

The Rodolfo May Scholarships
Established in 1997 through a bequest of Rodolfo May, Montevideo, Uruguay

The Nora Menascé Scholarship in Cancer Research
Established in 2002 through a bequest of Nora Menascé, Milan, Italy

The Paul and Felicia Muskat Scholarship Fund
Established in 1984 through a bequest of Paul Muskat, Toronto, Ontario, Canada

The Gertrude and Valentin Nathan Scholarship Fund
Established in 1997 through a bequest of Gertrude Nathan, New York

The Oskar Oliven (Dr. of Engineering) Memorial Scholarship
Established in 2003 through bequests of Gerald and Hedy Oliven, Los Angeles, California

The Dora Ostre Memorial Scholarships
Established in 1987 through a bequest of Dr. Sprinzl Weizenblatt, Asheville, North Carolina
Scholarship Awards
Ph.D. Scholarships in Perpetuity

The Dr. Bruce A. Pearlman PhD Scholarship in Synthetic Organic Chemistry
Established in 2011 through a bequest of Dr. Bruce A. Pearlman, Michigan

The Richard and Christine Purchas Scholarship
Established in 2008 by the Richard and Christine Purchas Charitable Trust, London, United Kingdom

The Rose Lee and Marvin Pomerantz Scholarship
Established in 1998 by Rose Lee and Marvin Pomerantz and friends, Des Moines, Iowa

The Theodore R. and Edlyn Racocisz Scholarship Fund
Established in 1993 through bequests of Theodore and Edlyn Racocisz, New York

The Hirsch and Braine Raskin Foundation Scholarships
Established in 1970 by the Hirsch and Braine Raskin Foundation, New York

The Harry, Lillian, and Sylvan Ray Memorial Scholarship in Cancer Research
Established in 1997 by Dr. M. L. Ray, Dallas, Texas

The Reiter Family Scholarship
Established in 1984 by the Reiter Family Foundation, Chicago, Illinois

The Charles G. and Belle Reskin Doctoral Graduate Scholarship in Perpetuity
Established in 1997 through a bequest of Charles G. Reskin, Chicago, Illinois

The David Rich Doctoral Scholarship in Chemistry
Established in 1999 by Edna Rich, Phoenix, Arizona

The Burton and Sylvia Richards Doctoral Scholarship
Established in 1999 by Burton Richards, Bala Cynwyd, Pennsylvania

The Albert A. Robin Family Scholarship
Established in 2008 through a bequest of Albert A. Robin, Chicago, Illinois

The Gabriella and Paul Rosenbaum Scholarship in Biology
Established in 1999 by the Gabriella and Paul Rosenbaum Foundation, Chicago, Illinois

Scholarships in Memory of Harry Milnov Rosenberg and Sarah Rudman Rosenberg
Established in 2008 through a bequest of Abraham Rosenberg, Ramson, New Jersey

The Joni Perlman Rosenberg Scholarship Fund for the Support of Cancer Research
Established in 2007 by the Harold L. Perlman Family Foundation, Scarsdale, Arizona

The David and Pauline Segal Scholarship
Established in 1999 by George and Joan Segal, Chicago, Illinois

The Reiter Family Scholarship
Established in 1984 by the Reiter Family Foundation, Chicago, Illinois

The Rudolf Schoenheimer Memorial Scholarships
Established in 1968 by Fritz Schoenheimer, New York

The Eugene and Lenore Schupak Endowed Doctoral Scholarship in Genetics
Established in 1997 by the Schupak Family Foundation, Scottsdale, Arizona

The David and Pauline Segal Scholarship
Established in 1999 by George and Joan Segal, Chicago, Illinois

The Dr. Arnold Rosenblum Memorial Endowment Fund
Established in 1996 by Dorothy Rosenblum, Brooklyn, New York, in memory of her son

The Rose Frisch Sax Scholarships
Established in 2010 through a bequest of Rachel Lubell, New York

The Leon and Lily Schidlow Scholarship Fund
Established in 1999 by Helen and Martin Kimmel, New York

The Rachel and Arnold Smith Endowed Scholarship
Established in 1996 by Rachel and Arnold Smith, Phoenix and Paradise Valley, Arizona

The Paula and Ernest Sommers Scholarship
Established in 2001 by Ernest Sommers, Chicago, Illinois

The Sylvia and Leonard Sorkin Scholarship
Established in 1997 through a bequest of Leonard Sorkin, Chicago, Illinois

The Blanche and Max Steig Memorial Scholarship Fund
Established in 1993 through a bequest of Blanche Steig, New York

The Gabriel Armand Stein Scholarship Fund
Established in 1991 by Paul Stein, Jackson Heights, New York, in memory of his son
Scholarship Awards
Ph.D. Scholarships in Perpetuity

The Jack, Gertrude, and Leesa Steinberg Doctoral Scholarship for Neurological Diseases
Established in 2009 by Leesa Steinberg, Hampstead, Quebec, Canada

The Sergey and Maria Steuerman Endowed Scholarship Fund
Established in 1991 through a bequest of Maria Steuerman, New Rochelle, New York

The Armin and Etel (Angyal) Szolovits Doctoral Scholarship
Established in 2001 through bequests of Armin and Etel Szolovits, Hollywood, California

The Samara Jan Turkel Scholarship Fund for Autoimmune Diseases
Established in 1996 by Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Bach, New York, in memory of their granddaughter

The Guido Franklin van D. Memorial Scholarship
Established in 2000 by an anonymous donor

The Paul and Greta Weinberger Scholarship
Established in 1995 through a bequest of Paul Weinberger, New York

The G., Pauline Whiteman Scholarship Fund
Established in 2005 through a bequest of Pauline Whiteman, San Francisco, California

The Ruth Ann and Sam Wolfson Scholarship
Established in 1996 by Ruth Ann and Sam Wolfson, Dallas, Texas

The Ruth Ann and Sam Wolfson Endowment for the Cure of Alzheimer’s Disease
Established in 2001 by Sam Wolfson, Dallas, Texas

The Rubin and Gladys Wollowick Scholarship Fund for Autoimmune Disease Research
Established in 1999 by the Rubin and Gladys Wollowick Foundation, Miami, Florida

The Dr. Arthur Yarman and Gertrude Yarman Scholarship Fund
Established in 2003 through a bequest of Gertrude Yarman, Miami, Florida

The Yitzhak Scholarship Fund
Established in 1992 through the offices of Martin Paisner, London, United Kingdom
The Abraham Berman Scholarships
Established in 1966 through a bequest of Abraham Berman, South Africa

The CAMBR Foundation Doctoral Scholarships
Established in 2006 by Mr. Allen Skolnick, Lynbrook, New York

The Sam Cohen (Windhoek) Scholarships
Established in 1981 by the Sam Cohen Trust, Namibia

The Ronald M. Kantor Scholarship in Theoretical Physics
Established in 2011 by Evelyn Kantor, Bronx, New York

The Leon Kole Memorial Bursary
Established in 2013 through the Isabelle Kole Stein Trust, Parkland, Florida

The Ellen Merlo Scholarship Fund
Established in 2009 by Ellen Merlo, New York

The Joseph Meyerhoff Scholarship
Established in 1983 through the Joseph Meyerhoff Fund and the Rebecca Meyerhoff Fund, Baltimore, Maryland

The South African Zionist Federation Scholarship
Established in 2012 by the South African Zionist Federation, Israel
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scholarship Name</th>
<th>Established Date</th>
<th>Funding Source</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The I. W. Abel Scholarship</td>
<td>2002</td>
<td>United Steelworkers of America, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Henrietta and Jack Abrams Scholarship</td>
<td>1988</td>
<td>Henrietta Abrams, Lauderhill, Florida</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Egle Forti Ancona Scholarship in Perpetuity</td>
<td>1993</td>
<td>Philip Bloom, New York</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Harvey and Sandy Angell Master's Scholarship in Research for the Benefit of Children</td>
<td>2001</td>
<td>Harvey and Sandy Angell, Chicago, Illinois</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Arizona Women and Science Scholarship</td>
<td>1996</td>
<td>Arizona Friends of the Weizmann Institute of Science</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Eda and Leo Asseo Scholarship</td>
<td>1988</td>
<td>Eda Asseo, Tel Aviv, Israel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Israel W. and Fannie Backe Scholarship Fund</td>
<td>1987</td>
<td>Fannie Backe, Worcester, Massachusetts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Lillian Baker Scholarship</td>
<td>1991</td>
<td>Lillian Baker, Hallandale, Florida</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The J. Myron and Zachary Michael Bay Scholarship</td>
<td>1979</td>
<td>Myron Adler and friends, and the Mogen David Wine Corporation, Chicago, Illinois</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Mollie Freeman Becker Scholarship</td>
<td>1971</td>
<td>Samuel Becker, Newton, Massachusetts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Shlomo and Rivka Benadour Bursary in Perpetuity</td>
<td>1984</td>
<td>Shlomo and Rivka Benadour, Geneva, Switzerland</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Bendit Foundation Scholarship</td>
<td>2000</td>
<td>Dr. and Mrs. Emile Benedit and the Bendit Foundation, Inc., Baltimore, Maryland</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Carolyn and Marvin Birger Scholarship</td>
<td>2000</td>
<td>Marvin Birger, Palm Beach, Florida</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Dr. Henri H. Birnbaum Scholarship</td>
<td>1979</td>
<td>Henri H. Birnbaum, New York</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Abraham H. Blank Scholarship</td>
<td>1979</td>
<td>Myron Blank, Des Moines, Iowa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Benjamin M. Bloch Memorial Scholarship</td>
<td>1964</td>
<td>Faculty of the Weizmann Institute of Science, Rehovot, Israel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Alex and Yudas (Yetta) Bloom Scholarship</td>
<td>1971</td>
<td>Philip Bloom, New York</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Alan I. Bluestein Scholarship</td>
<td>1990</td>
<td>Milton J. Bluestein, Palm Beach, Florida</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Alejandro y Dinorah Margounato Blum Scholarship</td>
<td>1986</td>
<td>Leon and Elena Blum Foundation, Montevideo, Uruguay</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Edith C. Blum Scholarship Fund</td>
<td>2007</td>
<td>Edith C. Blum Foundation, New York</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Louis C. and Edith B. Blumberg Scholarship Fund</td>
<td>1989</td>
<td>Louis Blumberg Foundation, Southfield, Michigan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Irena-Ilda Bogdanowicz Scholarship</td>
<td>1994</td>
<td>Irena-Ilda Bogdanowicz, Tel Aviv, Israel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Bonder Family Scholarship Fund</td>
<td>1994</td>
<td>Leon Bonder Trust, Chicago, Illinois</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Dr. Louis D. Boshes and Natalie A. Boshes Endowed Master's Scholarship</td>
<td>2003</td>
<td>Dr. Louis D. and Natalie A. Boshes, Chicago, Illinois</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Harold and Harriet Brady Master's Scholarship</td>
<td>Through a bequest of Harriet Brady, Chicago, Illinois</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Joan and William J. Brodsky Scholarship in Photodynamic Cancer Therapy in Perpetuity</td>
<td>1995</td>
<td>Committee of the Weizmann Institute of Science, Chicago, Illinois</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Adele S. and Abraham Browner Browner Scholarship in Biomedical Research</td>
<td>1999</td>
<td>Adele Browner, Chicago, Illinois</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Scholarship Awards

M.Sc. Scholarships in Perpetuity

The Roel C. Buck Master's Scholarship in Nanotechnology Research
Established in 2010 by the Roel C. Buck Family Foundation, Canada

The Melva and Martin Buckshaum Scholarship in Biomedical/Cardiovascular Research
Established in 1996 in honor of Melva Buckshaum and in memory of her husband, Martin, by family and friends, Des Moines, Iowa

The John and Dana Burgess Scholarship in Biomedical Research
Established in 2000 by International Profit Associates, Buffalo Grove, Illinois

The Dr. Meyer Chapman Memorial Bursary
Established in 1971 through a bequest of Dr. Meyer Chapman, Chicago, Illinois

The Isidore and Theresa Cohen Scholarship
Established in 1973 by the Isidore, Theresa, and Ronald Cohen Charitable Trust, Cape Town, South Africa

The Cowen Semester Scholarship in Molecular Biology, in Memory of Belle and Leonard Cowen, and Sylvia and Irving Schwartz
Established in 1996 by Mr. and Mrs. Stephen A. Cowen, Tenafly, New Jersey, in memory of their parents

Scholarship in Biomedical Research in Memory of Richard J. Daley II

The Joseph and Sadie Danciger Scholarship
Established in 1987 by the Sadie Danciger Trust and the Joseph and Sadie Danciger Fund, Kansas City, Missouri

The Helen and Harry Hans Davis Memorial Scholarship
Established in 2004 by William DeWoskin and Doris D. Roskin, Chicago, Illinois

The Alan Dixon Scholarship in Cancer Research
Established in 1977 by the Hon. Alan J. Dixon, St. Louis, Missouri

The Jack and Simon Djanogly Scholarship in Perpetuity
Established in 1985 by Sir Harry Djanogly, London, United Kingdom

The Dekker Foundation Master's Scholarship
Established in 2011 by the Dekker Foundation, Weston, Connecticut

The Kitty Waas Dekker, Simon Waas, and Rosette Dekker Scholarship
Established in 1998 through a bequest of Rosette Dekker, United Kingdom

The Samuel Denmark Family Scholarship
Established in 2000 by the Samuel Denmark Family Philanthropic Fund, Scottsdale, Arizona

The Nathan and Leah DeWoskin Memorial Scholarship in Biomedical/Cancer Research
Established in 2004 by William DeWoskin and Doris D. Roskin, Chicago, Illinois

The Dr. Meyer and Helene Ehrlich Memorial Scholarship
Established in 1987 through a bequest of Helene Ehrlich, Miami, Florida

The Bella and Philip Feinberg Scholarship
Established in 1983 by Abraham Feinberg, New York

The Louis E. Emerman Scholarship in Biomedical Research
Established in 1999 by the Saul and Devorah Sherman Fund, Chicago, Illinois

The Charles I. and Fanny Engelstein Endowment Fund
Established in 1995 through a bequest of Fanny Engelstein, New York

The Bina and Icchak-Meir Erlich Fund
Established in 1987 through a bequest of their daughter Hanna Erlich, Bendzin, Poland

The Belle and Philip Feinberg Scholarship
Established in 1983 by Abraham Feinberg, New York

The Dr. Judith Schneider and Dr. E. Richard Feinberg Scholarship
Established in 1981 by Belle S. Meller, New York

The Lillian Feinberg Scholarship
Established in 1983 by Abraham Feinberg, New York

The Pearl and Morris Dry Scholarship
Established in 1966 by Sidney Dry, Chicago, Illinois

The Dr. Yehuda and Leah Dubowski Scholarship
Established in 1988 by Leah Dubowski, Kiryat Ono, Israel

The Batsheva and Joseph Eden Scholarship
Established in 2007 by Batsheva and Joseph Eden, Great Neck, New York

The Dr. Joshua and Helene Eisenbaum Memorial Scholarship
Established in 1987 through a bequest of Helene Eisenbaum, Miami, Florida

The Bella and Hyman Eisenbaum Scholarship
Established in 1994 through the Bella Eisenbaum Trust, Miami Beach, Florida

The Alex Elovic Memorial Scholarship
Established in 1996 through a bequest of Bierat Elovic, Miami Beach, Florida

The Louis E. Emerman Scholarship in Biomedical Research
Established in 1999 by the Saul and Devorah Sherman Fund, Chicago, Illinois

The Charles I. and Fanny Engelstein Endowment Fund
Established in 1995 through a bequest of Fanny Engelstein, New York

The Bina and Icchak-Meir Erlich Fund
Established in 1987 through a bequest of their daughter Hanna Erlich, Bendzin, Poland

The Belle and Philip Feinberg Scholarship
Established in 1983 by Abraham Feinberg, New York

The Dr. Judith Schneider and Dr. E. Richard Feinberg Scholarship
Established in 1981 by Belle S. Meller, New York

The Lillian Feinberg Scholarship
Established in 1983 by Abraham Feinberg, New York

The Pearl and Morris Dry Scholarship
Established in 1966 by Sidney Dry, Chicago, Illinois

The Dr. Yehuda and Leah Dubowski Scholarship
Established in 1988 by Leah Dubowski, Kiryat Ono, Israel

The Batsheva and Joseph Eden Scholarship
Established in 2007 by Batsheva and Joseph Eden, Great Neck, New York

The Dr. Joshua and Helene Eisenbaum Memorial Scholarship
Established in 1987 through a bequest of Helene Eisenbaum, Miami, Florida

The Bella and Hyman Eisenbaum Scholarship
Established in 1994 through the Bella Eisenbaum Trust, Miami Beach, Florida

The Alex Elovic Memorial Scholarship
Established in 1996 through a bequest of Bierat Elovic, Miami Beach, Florida

The Louis E. Emerman Scholarship in Biomedical Research
Established in 1999 by the Saul and Devorah Sherman Fund, Chicago, Illinois

The Charles I. and Fanny Engelstein Endowment Fund
Established in 1995 through a bequest of Fanny Engelstein, New York

The Bina and Icchak-Meir Erlich Fund
Established in 1987 through a bequest of their daughter Hanna Erlich, Bendzin, Poland

The Belle and Philip Feinberg Scholarship
Established in 1983 by Abraham Feinberg, New York

The Dr. Judith Schneider and Dr. E. Richard Feinberg Scholarship
Established in 1981 by Belle S. Meller, New York

The Lillian Feinberg Scholarship
Established in 1983 by Abraham Feinberg, New York

The Pearl and Morris Dry Scholarship
Established in 1966 by Sidney Dry, Chicago, Illinois

The Dr. Yehuda and Leah Dubowski Scholarship
Established in 1988 by Leah Dubowski, Kiryat Ono, Israel

The Batsheva and Joseph Eden Scholarship
Established in 2007 by Batsheva and Joseph Eden, Great Neck, New York

The Dr. Joshua and Helene Eisenbaum Memorial Scholarship
Established in 1987 through a bequest of Helene Eisenbaum, Miami, Florida

The Bella and Hyman Eisenbaum Scholarship
Established in 1994 through the Bella Eisenbaum Trust, Miami Beach, Florida

The Alex Elovic Memorial Scholarship
Established in 1996 through a bequest of Bierat Elovic, Miami Beach, Florida
**Scholarship Awards**

**M.Sc. Scholarships in Perpetuity**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scholarship Fund</th>
<th>Established</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The Shirley and Judge Wilfred Feinberg Scholarship</td>
<td>Established in 1983 by Abraham Feinberg, New York</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Meyer Feldman Memorial Scholarship</td>
<td>Established in 1973 through a bequest of Meyer Feldman, Tucson, Arizona</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Joel Fellner and Gisella Schreiber Fellner and Ernest Ludwig Mannheimer and</td>
<td>Establishment in 1983 by the Leopold and Clara M. Fellner Charitable Foundation, Los Angeles,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arabella Weiss Mannheimer Scholarship Fund</td>
<td>California</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Pauline and Maximilian Firestone Bursary</td>
<td>Established in 1978 by Maximilian Firestone, New York</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Aaron and Zlata Fish Memorial Bursary</td>
<td>Established in 1980 by Mr. and Mrs. Abe Fish, Toronto, Ontario, Canada</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Joseph E. and Rose Fisher Scholarship</td>
<td>Established in 1978 by Mr. and Mrs. Joseph E. Fisher, Canton, Ohio</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Rita Friedell and Donald Fiterman Scholarship</td>
<td>Established in 1969 by Mr. and Mrs. Morlan Fiterman, Highland Park, Illinois</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Sonia Floomberg Memorial Scholarship</td>
<td>Established in 1998 through a bequest of Sonia Floomberg, Montreal, Quebec, Canada</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Alexander and Lilly Foldes Memorial Scholarship</td>
<td>Established in 1981 through a bequest of Lilly Foldes, New York</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Malcolm Fraser Scholarship in Medical Biology</td>
<td>Established in 1981 in honor of Malcolm Fraser by the Australian Association for the Weizmann</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Joyce and Joseph J. Freed Family Scholarship</td>
<td>Institute of Science</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Helen and Charles Friedman Scholarship Fund</td>
<td>Established in 1986 by Helen and Charles Friedman, Paradise Valley, Arizona</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The William F. Fuerst Scholarship Fund</td>
<td>Established in 1989 through a bequest of Madeleine Fuerst, New York</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Margot and Alfred Furth - Regina Fleischer Scholarship in Chemistry</td>
<td>Established in 1992 through a bequest of Regina Fleischer, and by Alfred Furth, New York,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Naomi and Morris Futorian Scholarship</td>
<td>in memory of his wife, Margot</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Prof. Eugene Gadol Scholarship</td>
<td>Established in 2004 through a bequest of Prof. Eugene Gadol, Vienna, Austria</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Leo and Frances Gallin Scholarship</td>
<td>Established in 1994 by Leo and Frances Gallin, Los Angeles, California</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Florence Gambino Scholarship</td>
<td>Established in 2000 through a bequest of Florence Gambino, Chicago, Illinois</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Rachel and Herzl Getzler Scholarship</td>
<td>Established in 2008 by Gad and Talia Zeevi, Haifa, Israel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Bessie and Barnet Ginsburg Memorial Scholarship</td>
<td>Established in 1971 by the Bessie and Barnet Ginsburg Memorial Foundation, Westhampton Beach,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Israel, Sara, and L. Chester Glaser Scholarship</td>
<td>New York</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Dr. Anna Goldfeder Scholarship</td>
<td>Established in 1994 through a bequest of Dr. Anna Goldfeder, New York</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Harry Goldman Memorial Scholarship</td>
<td>Established in 1975 through a bequest of Harry Goldman, New York</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Morris and Rose Goldman Scholarships</td>
<td>Established in 1987 by Rose Goldman, Chicago, Illinois</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Richard and Rhoda Goldman Scholarship</td>
<td>Established in 1982 by Mr. and Mrs. Richard Goldman, San Francisco, California</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Samuel L. and Rebecca R. Goldstein Bursary</td>
<td>Established in 1957 through a bequest of Samuel Goldstein, Lynn, Massachusetts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Phillip and Beverly Goldstick Scholarship</td>
<td>Established in 1980 by Phillip C. Goldstick, Chicago, Illinois</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The John P. Gommes and Fruma Steinmetz Fund</td>
<td>Established in 2011 by the Britto Foundation, London, United Kingdom</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Dorothy and Maurice Gordon Scholarship</td>
<td>Established in 1968 by Centrose Associates, Boston, Massachusetts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Ethel and Anne Gordon Scholarship</td>
<td>Established in 1990 through a bequest of Ethel Y. Gordon, New York</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Scholarship Awards
M.Sc. Scholarships in Perpetuity

The Helena F. and Jacob Y. Gordon Scholarship
Established in 1973 by Mrs. Jacob Y. Gordon, Newton, Massachusetts

The William and Mildred Gooden Scholarship Fund in Honor of the Gooden Family
Established in 2005 by Mildred Gooden, Sun City, Arizona

The Salomon and Augusta Gottfried Scholarship
Established in 1997 by Kurt and Sorel Gottfried, Ithaca, New York, in memory of Dr. Gottfried’s parents

The Victor Graber Memorial Scholarship
Established in 1999 by David Graber, Alameda, California

The Harold J. and Marion Green Scholarship in Perpetuity
Established in 1970 by Mr. and Mrs. Harold J. Green, Chicago, Illinois

The Jules R. Green Scholarship in Perpetuity
Established in 1980 by Jules R. Green, Chicago, Illinois, in memory of his wife, Rose, and son, Michael Jay Green

The Scott David Greenberg Scholarship in Physics Research
Established in 2001 by Scott D. Greenberg, Buffalo Grove, Illinois

The Nandor F. Gross Scholarship
Established in 1982 through a bequest of Kalman Gross, New York

The Isadore and Bertha Gudelsky Family Scholarship Endowment Fund
Established in 1979 by the Isadore and Bertha Gudelsky Family Foundation, Potomac, Maryland

The Haas Family Scholarship in Scientific Research
Established in 2007 by Dr. and Mrs. David Haas, Suffern, New York

The David Halberstadt Scholarship
Established in 2013 by his wife Hannah and his daughters Simone and Michèle, France

The Haas Family Scholarship in Scientific Research
Established in 2007 by Dr. and Mrs. David Haas, Suffern, New York

The Dayanoff F. Gross Scholarship
Established in 1982 through a bequest of Kalman Gross, New York

The Isadore and Bertha Gudelsky Family Scholarship Endowment Fund
Established in 1979 by the Isadore and Bertha Gudelsky Family Foundation, Potomac, Maryland

The Haas Family Scholarship in Scientific Research
Established in 2007 by Dr. and Mrs. David Haas, Suffern, New York

The David Halberstadt Scholarship
Established in 2013 by his wife Hannah and his daughters Simone and Michèle, France

The Haas Family Scholarship in Scientific Research
Established in 2007 by Dr. and Mrs. David Haas, Suffern, New York

The David Halberstadt Scholarship
Established in 2013 by his wife Hannah and his daughters Simone and Michèle, France

David Halberstadt came to the British Mandate for Palestine as a passionate Zionist when he was 18. He studied to become a civil engineer. The scholarship was established in his memory and enables students to study physics and help build a better future.

The Dr.-Ing. Jerzy Hanowski Scholarship
Established in 1992 through a bequest of Lola Hanowski, Aachen, Germany

The Heinrich and Gisa Blum Harpuder Memorial Scholarship
Established in 1982 through a bequest of Heinrich Harpuder, Bronx, New York

The B. J. Harris Scholarship
Established in 1970 by B. J. Harris, Palm Beach, Florida

The Gertrude and Benjamin R. Harris Scholarship
Established in 1989 through bequests of Gertrude and Benjamin R. Harris, Chicago, Illinois

The Harry Julius Harris Scholarship
Established in 1997 through a bequest of Dorothy Harris and by Anne Ingber, New York

The Joan W. and Irving B. Harris Scholarship in Brain Research
Established in 1997 by friends and supporters, Chicago Committee for the Weizmann Institute of Science, Chicago, Illinois

The Anna Hurwitz Scholarship in Perpetuity
Established in 1983 by Allan Hurwitz, Chicago, Illinois

The Dr. Esther Hellinger Memorial Scholarship
Established in 1986 through a bequest of Dr. Esther Hellinger, London, United Kingdom

The Carylon and Julius L. Hemmelstein Scholarship in Perpetuity
Established in 2001 by the Carylon Foundation, Chicago, Illinois

The Barry Hershman and Barbara Isaacson Scholarship in Biomedical and Cancer Research
Established in 2001 by Barry Hershman, Des Plaines, Illinois

The Fay and Harry Hoffman Scholarship
Established in 1982 by Harry Hoffman, family and friends, Chicago, Illinois

The Benjamin Kaufman Memorial Scholarship
Established in 2008 by Jon M. Kaufman, New York

The Benjamin Kaufman Memorial Scholarship
Established in 1995 by Nathan Jacobs, New York

The Udi Khazam Memorial Scholarship
Established in 1996 by the Khazam Family, London, United Kingdom, and Vancouver, British Columbia, Canada
Scholarship Awards
M.Sc. Scholarships in Perpetuity

The Nora Lifschultz Bergman and Edward Klein Scholarship in Biomedical Research

The Marcia S. and Michael H. Klein Scholarship for Autoimmune Diseases
Established in 2012 by Marcia and Michael Klein, Bloomfield Hills, Michigan

The Neil David Konheim Memorial Scholarship
Established in 1985 by George Konheim, Beverly Hills, California

The Arthur Konviser Memorial Scholarship in Cancer Research
Established in 2007 by Dr. Eudice Goldberg and friends, Toronto, Ontario, Canada

The Dr. David Kopel Master’s Scholarship Fund
Established in 1997 through a bequest of Dr. David Kopel, Chicago, Illinois

The Joseph Korodi Memorial Scholarship
Established in 1993 by Emmy Singer, Hamilton, Ontario, Canada

The Alex and Lilly Koron Scholarship
Established in 2008 through bequests of Alex and Lilly Koron, Chicago, Illinois

The Frank Korrick Scholarship
Established in 1991 through a bequest of Francis Charles Korrick, Sydney, Australia

The Esther B. and Milton J. Krainin Master’s Scholarship
Established in 2006 by Dr. Milton J. Krainin, Atlanta, Georgia

The Margaret S. Kramer Scholarship
Established in 1999 by Margaret S. Kramer, Palm Beach, Florida

The Samuel and Ronnie Kraut Scholarship in the Life Sciences
Established in 1988 by Ricky Kraut through bequests of her parents, Samuel and Ronnie Kraut, Winnipeg, Manitoba, Canada

The Anne P. Lederer Master’s Scholarship in Brain Research
Established in 1998 by the Anne P. Lederer Research Institute, Chicago, Illinois

The Philmore A. and Judith Leemon Scholarship in Brain Research
Established in 1997 by Philmore A. and Judith Leemon, Las Vegas, Nevada

The Dr. Aaron M. Lefkovits Scholarship Fund Bursary
Established in 1986 by Dr. Aaron Lefkovits, Memphis, Tennessee

The Dr. Sophie N. Leschin Scholarship Fund
Established in 1985 through a bequest of Dr. Sophie N. Leschin, Chicago, Illinois

The Eudyce H. Levin Scholarship in Cancer Research
Established in 1984 by Wallace “Bud” Levin, North Miami Beach, Florida

The Wallace S. Levin Scholarship Fund
Established in 1997 by Mark Levin, Davie, Florida

The Chaim Michel and Chaya Freyda Levine Scholarship, established by their son, Jules Lawren
Established in 1995 through a bequest of Jules Lawren, New York

The Irena and Morris Goldstein and Stefan Joram Lewari Memorial Scholarship
Established in 1988 through a bequest of Irena Lewari, Cape Town, South Africa

The Morris I. Lewisohn Scholarship
Established in 1976 through a bequest of Morris I. Lewisohn, Teaneck, New Jersey

The Leyfell Family Master’s Scholarship
Established in 2001 by Mr. and Mrs. Aleksander Leyfell, Cambridge, Massachusetts

The Dorothy and Elias Lieberman Memorial Scholarship
Established in 1972 by the Elias Lieberman Memorial Foundation, Jamaica, New York

The Jacob P. and Estelle Lieberman Scholarship
Established in 1990 by the International Fund for Education and Career Development, Tel Aviv, Israel

The Terri and Barry Lind Scholarship for New Scientists Specializing in Cancer Research
Established in 2004 by Mr. and Mrs. Barry J. Lind, Chicago, Illinois

The Abe Lisan Educational Grant Bursary
Established in 1974 through a bequest of Abe Lisan, Glenaside, Pennsylvania

The Bert and Etta Liss Scholarship
Established in 2011 through a bequest of Bert and Etta Liss

The Meyer Loomstein Scholarship
Established in 1982 by Meyer Loomstein, Hollywood, Florida

The Josef and Avraham (Avi) Isser Luchfeld Memorial Bursary
Established in 1986 by Mr. and Mrs. Josef Luchfeld, Montreal, Quebec, Canada
Scholarship Awards

M.Sc. Scholarships in Perpetuity

The Lou and Miriam Ludwig Scholarship
Established in 1974 through a bequest of Louis Ludwig, New York

The Henry and Louis Malakoff Scholarship Fund, New Rochelle, New York
Established in 1991 by Rebecca Malakoff, Brooklyn, New York

The Judd D. Malkin Scholarship in General Biomedical Research
Established in 2004 by Judd Malkin and Barry Malkin, Chicago, Illinois

The Sheldon J. Mandell Scholarship in Cancer Research
Established in 2002 by Sheldon J. Mandell, Chicago, Illinois

The Alexander and Mary Margolis and Bernard A. Margolis Perpetual Memorial Scholarship Fund
Established in 1993 through a bequest of Bernard A. Margolis, Brooklyn, New York

The Ben and Ruth Marks Scholarship
Established in 1990 by Ben and Ruth Marks, North Miami Beach, Florida

The Judge Abraham Lincoln Marovitz Scholarship for the Study of Aging
Established in 1996 by friends of the late Hon. Judge Abraham Lincoln Marovitz, Chicago, Illinois

The Joory Mashal Bursary
Established in 1981 by Joory and Doreen Mashal, Montreal, Quebec, Canada

The Samuel Mayer Bursary
Established in 1973 by Elsie Mayer, Santa Monica, California

The Joseph and Mable E. Meites Scholarship Fund
Established in 1983 by Joseph and Mable E. Meites, Okemos, Michigan

The Leo Meyer Scholarship
Established in 1965 through a bequest of Leo Meyer, San Francisco, California

The Dr. Bert Migicovsky Scholarship
Established in 1990 by the Ottawa Jewish Community, Ottawa, Ontario, Canada

The Minzer Family Fund Scholarship
Established in 1978 by Margaret and Sol Minzer, Dallas, Texas

The Pola and Elias Mirson Scholarship
Established in 1989 through a bequest of Pola Mirson, Buenos Aires, Argentina

The Miram and David Mondry Scholarship
Established in 2013 through a bequest of Miriam Mondry, Bloomfield Hills, Michigan

The Paul and Felicia Muskat Scholarship Fund
Established in 1984 through a bequest of Paul Muskat, Toronto, Ontario, Canada

The Inez P. and David N. Myers Scholarship
Established in 1981 by the David and Inez Myers Scholarship Fund, Cleveland, Ohio

The Fanny Fletcher and Meyer Naxon Memorial Scholarship in Perpetuity
Established in 1984 through a bequest of Meyer Naxon, Beverly Hills, California

The Clara and Bela B. Nevai Scholarship
Established in 1972 by Mr. and Mrs. Bela B. Nevai, Dobbs Ferry, New York

The Harold Paul Novick Scholarship in Perpetuity
Established in 1982 by Mr. and Mrs. Samson Novick, New York

The Cemach Oiserman Scholarship Fund
Established in 1999 through the offices of Yehuda Assia, Geneva, Switzerland

The Walter Pancoe Scholarship

The Cecile and Ben Pekin Scholarship
Established in 2002 by Cecile and Ben Pekin, Highland Park, Illinois

The Gertrude and Ivar Philipson Bursary
Established in 1963 through bequests of Gertrude and Ivar Philipson, Stockholm, Sweden

The Rose and Israel Pincus Bursary in Perpetuity
Established in 1987 by William B. Ingram, Laguna Hills, California

The Harry and Evelyn F. Platoff Memorial Bursary
Established in 1975 through a bequest of Evelyn F. Platoff, Miami Beach, Florida

The Edith and Henry Plessner Scholarship
Established in 1991 through a bequest of Edith Plessner, New York
Scholarship Awards

M.Sc. Scholarships in Perpetuity

The David and Janet Polak Scholarship
Established in 1997 by Mr. and Mrs. David Polak, Beverly Hills, California

The David Pollin Revolving Scholarship Fund
Established in 2000 through a bequest of Dan Pollin, Fort Lauderdale, Florida

The Sidney L. and Betty B. Port Scholarship in Perpetuity
Established in 2001 by Sidney L. Port, Chicago, Illinois

The Alfred Prager Scholarship in Perpetuity
Established in 1970 by the American Committee for the Weizmann Institute of Science, and through a bequest of Alfred Auerbach, New York

The Brothers Moses and Meyer Pupko Trust Fund Bursary
Established in 1971 through a bequest of Abraham Pupko, Seattle, Washington

The Rona and David Radler/Sun Times Scholarship in Biomedical Research
Established in 1997 in honor of F. David Radler by the Chicago Committee for the Weizmann Institute of Science, Chicago, Illinois

The Ruth Epstein Recu Scholarship
Established in 1980 by Ruth Recu, Chicago, Illinois

The Harry and Mildred Remis Scholarship
Established in 1973 by Mr. and Mrs. Harry Remis, Peabody, Massachusetts

The Anna and Max Resnick Scholarship
Established in 1996 by Howard Resnick, Chicago, Illinois

The Prof. David Rittenberg Memorial Bursary
Established in 1971 in memory of her husband by Mrs. S. Rittenberg and friends, New York

The Aida and Jerome Robinson Scholarship Endowment Fund
Established in 2003 by the Irving and Dorothy Rom Charitable Trust, Chicago, Illinois

The Order of S. Rittenberg Scholarship
Established in 1994 by Sophie Kalina, New York, in memory of her mother

The Rachel Rubin (nee Blecher) Scholarship
Established in 1991 by Rachelle Lea Rubin, Dusseldorf, Germany

The David and Eleanore Rukin Scholarship
Established in 1981 by the David and Eleanore Rukin Philanthropic Foundation, Saddle River, New Jersey

The Sara Rottenberg Scholarship in Cancer Research
Established in 1994 by the Harry and Mae Schetzen Scholarship
Established in 1979 by Mae Schetzen, New York

The Bernard and Edith Samers Scholarship in Cancer Research
Established in 1997 in honor and in memory of Bernard Samers, former Executive Vice-President, American Committee for the Weizmann Institute of Science, New York

The Marvin Sands Endowed Master’s Scholarship Fund
Established in 2003 in honor of Marvin Sands by South Florida Friends of the Weizmann Institute of Science

The Elsie Olin and Philip D. Sang Scholarship
Established in 1995 by Elsie Olin Sang, Chicago, Illinois

The Jerome D. and Beverly Scheer Scholarship
Established in 1989 by Jerome D. and Beverly Scheer, Potomac, Maryland

The Sylvia and Aaron Scheinfeld Scholarship
Established in 1976 by Mrs. Aaron Scheinfeld, Chicago, Illinois

The Harry and Mae Schetzen and Prof. Martin Schetzen Scholarship
Established in 1979 by Mae Schetzen, New York

The Dorothy and Irving Rom Scholarship
Established in 1990 by the Irving and Dorothy Rom Charitable Trust, Chicago, Illinois

The Ben and Esther Rosenbloom Foundation Scholarship
Established in 1990 by Ben and Esther Rosenbloom, Baltimore, Maryland

The Charles J. Rosenbloom Memorial Bursary
Established in 1973 through a bequest of Charles J. Rosenbloom, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania

The Isidore Rosenkrantz Scholarship
Established in 1960 through a bequest of Isidore Rosenkrantz, St. Paul, Minnesota

The Ann B. Sadowsky Scholarship
Established in 1987 through a bequest of Ann Sadowsky, Mineola, New York

The Dr. Alexander Salamon Memorial Endowment Fund
Established in 2006 by Lilly Salzman, Julie Salzmann, and Dr. Suzanne Salzman, Florida, New York, and Massachusetts

The Sara Rottenberg Scholarship in Cancer Research
Established in 1994 by Sophie Kalina, New York, in memory of her mother

The Rachel Rubin (nee Blecher) Scholarship
Established in 1991 by Rachelle Lea Rubin, Dusseldorf, Germany

The David and Eleanore Rukin Scholarship
Established in 1981 by the David and Eleanore Rukin Philanthropic Foundation, Saddle River, New Jersey

The Rymer Family Scholarship
Established in 1986 by the Barry Rymer Trust, Chicago, Illinois

The Ann B. Sadowsky Scholarship
Established in 1987 through a bequest of Ann Sadowsky, Mineola, New York

The Dr. Alexander Salamon Memorial Endowment Fund
Established in 2006 by Lilly Salzman, Julie Salzmann, and Dr. Suzanne Salzman, Florida, New York, and Massachusetts

The Bernard and Edith Samers Scholarship in Cancer Research
Established in 1997 in honor and in memory of Bernard Samers, former Executive Vice-President, American Committee for the Weizmann Institute of Science, New York

The Marvin Sands Endowed Master’s Scholarship Fund
Established in 2003 in honor of Marvin Sands by South Florida Friends of the Weizmann Institute of Science

The Elsie Olin and Philip D. Sang Scholarship
Established in 1995 by Elsie Olin Sang, Chicago, Illinois

The Jerome D. and Beverly Scheer Scholarship
Established in 1989 by Jerome D. and Beverly Scheer, Potomac, Maryland

The Sylvia and Aaron Scheinfeld Scholarship
Established in 1976 by Mrs. Aaron Scheinfeld, Chicago, Illinois

The Harry and Mae Schetzen and Prof. Martin Schetzen Scholarship
Established in 1979 by Mae Schetzen, New York

The Dorothy and Irving Rom Scholarship
Established in 1990 by the Irving and Dorothy Rom Charitable Trust, Chicago, Illinois

The Ben and Esther Rosenbloom Foundation Scholarship
Established in 1990 by Ben and Esther Rosenbloom, Baltimore, Maryland

The Charles J. Rosenbloom Memorial Bursary
Established in 1973 through a bequest of Charles J. Rosenbloom, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania

The Isidore Rosenkrantz Scholarship
Established in 1960 through a bequest of Isidore Rosenkrantz, St. Paul, Minnesota

The Ann B. Sadowsky Scholarship
Established in 1987 through a bequest of Ann Sadowsky, Mineola, New York

The Dr. Alexander Salamon Memorial Endowment Fund
Established in 2006 by Lilly Salzman, Julie Salzmann, and Dr. Suzanne Salzman, Florida, New York, and Massachusetts

The Sara Rottenberg Scholarship in Cancer Research
Established in 1994 by Sophie Kalina, New York, in memory of her mother

The Rachel Rubin (nee Blecher) Scholarship
Established in 1991 by Rachelle Lea Rubin, Dusseldorf, Germany

The David and Eleanore Rukin Scholarship
Established in 1981 by the David and Eleanore Rukin Philanthropic Foundation, Saddle River, New Jersey

The Rymer Family Scholarship
Established in 1986 by the Barry Rymer Trust, Chicago, Illinois

The Ann B. Sadowsky Scholarship
Established in 1987 through a bequest of Ann Sadowsky, Mineola, New York

The Dr. Alexander Salamon Memorial Endowment Fund
Established in 2006 by Lilly Salzman, Julie Salzmann, and Dr. Suzanne Salzman, Florida, New York, and Massachusetts

The Bernard and Edith Samers Scholarship in Cancer Research
Established in 1997 in honor and in memory of Bernard Samers, former Executive Vice-President, American Committee for the Weizmann Institute of Science, New York

The Marvin Sands Endowed Master’s Scholarship Fund
Established in 2003 in honor of Marvin Sands by South Florida Friends of the Weizmann Institute of Science

The Elsie Olin and Philip D. Sang Scholarship
Established in 1995 by Elsie Olin Sang, Chicago, Illinois

The Jerome D. and Beverly Scheer Scholarship
Established in 1989 by Jerome D. and Beverly Scheer, Potomac, Maryland

The Sylvia and Aaron Scheinfeld Scholarship
Established in 1976 by Mrs. Aaron Scheinfeld, Chicago, Illinois

The Harry and Mae Schetzen and Prof. Martin Schetzen Scholarship
Established in 1979 by Mae Schetzen, New York

The Dorothy and Irving Rom Scholarship
Established in 1990 by the Irving and Dorothy Rom Charitable Trust, Chicago, Illinois

The Ben and Esther Rosenbloom Foundation Scholarship
Established in 1990 by Ben and Esther Rosenbloom, Baltimore, Maryland

The Charles J. Rosenbloom Memorial Bursary
Established in 1973 through a bequest of Charles J. Rosenbloom, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania

The Isidore Rosenkrantz Scholarship
Established in 1960 through a bequest of Isidore Rosenkrantz, St. Paul, Minnesota

The Ann B. Sadowsky Scholarship
Established in 1987 through a bequest of Ann Sadowsky, Mineola, New York

The Dr. Alexander Salamon Memorial Endowment Fund
Established in 2006 by Lilly Salzman, Julie Salzmann, and Dr. Suzanne Salzman, Florida, New York, and Massachusetts

The Sara Rottenberg Scholarship in Cancer Research
Established in 1994 by Sophie Kalina, New York, in memory of her mother

The Rachel Rubin (nee Blecher) Scholarship
Established in 1991 by Rachelle Lea Rubin, Dusseldorf, Germany

The David and Eleanore Rukin Scholarship
Established in 1981 by the David and Eleanore Rukin Philanthropic Foundation, Saddle River, New Jersey

The Rymer Family Scholarship
Established in 1986 by the Barry Rymer Trust, Chicago, Illinois

The Ann B. Sadowsky Scholarship
Established in 1987 through a bequest of Ann Sadowsky, Mineola, New York

The Dr. Alexander Salamon Memorial Endowment Fund
Established in 2006 by Lilly Salzman, Julie Salzmann, and Dr. Suzanne Salzman, Florida, New York, and Massachusetts

The Bernard and Edith Samers Scholarship in Cancer Research
Established in 1997 in honor and in memory of Bernard Samers, former Executive Vice-President, American Committee for the Weizmann Institute of Science, New York

The Marvin Sands Endowed Master’s Scholarship Fund
Established in 2003 in honor of Marvin Sands by South Florida Friends of the Weizmann Institute of Science

The Elsie Olin and Philip D. Sang Scholarship
Established in 1995 by Elsie Olin Sang, Chicago, Illinois

The Jerome D. and Beverly Scheer Scholarship
Established in 1989 by Jerome D. and Beverly Scheer, Potomac, Maryland

The Sylvia and Aaron Scheinfeld Scholarship
Established in 1976 by Mrs. Aaron Scheinfeld, Chicago, Illinois

The Harry and Mae Schetzen and Prof. Martin Schetzen Scholarship
Established in 1979 by Mae Schetzen, New York
Scholarship Awards

M.Sc. Scholarships in Perpetuity

The Dr. Oskar and Sally Schickler Scholarship Fund
Established in 2007 through a bequest of Dr. Oskar Schickler, Montreal, Canada

The Ida and Abraham Schneider Scholarship
Established in 1968 by Abraham Schneider, Palm Beach, Florida

The Max Schoenfeld Scholarship
Established in 1976 by Walter E. Schoenfeld, Seattle, Washington

The Stuart and Sarah Schulman Scholarship Fund
Established in 1991 by Dr. and Mrs. Stuart Schulman, Boca Raton, Florida

The Joseph Schumer Scholarship
Established in 1964 through a bequest of Joseph Schumer, New York

The Rabbi and Mrs. Aaron Solomon Bursary
Established in 1982 by Dr. Jonathan G. Solomon, Hampton, Virginia, in honor of his parents

The Paula and Ernest Sommers Scholarship
Established in 1998 by Ernest Sommers, Chicago, Illinois

The Eliezer and Genia (Chaine) Sotskover Scholarship
Established through bequests of Eliezer and Genia (Chaine) Sotskover, Ramat Gan, Israel

The Hazel and David Spatz Scholarship
Established in 2000 by the Spatz Family Foundation, Chicago, Illinois

The Samuel J. Spector and Augusta Spector Bursary
Established in 1978 through a bequest of Augusta Spector, New York

The Blanche and Max Steig Memorial Scholarship Fund
Established in 1993 through a bequest of Blanche Steig, New York

The Oscar H. Stern Memorial Scholarship
Established in 1976 through a bequest of Oscar H. Stern, New York

The Sheri Hirschfield Stone and David E. Stone Scholarship for Stem Cell Research
Established in 2011 by David and Sheri Stone, Coral Gables, Florida

The Leo and Rachel Sussman Scholarship Fund
Established in 2000 through a bequest of Rachel Sussman, Garden City, New York

The Minnie and Arthur Vare Scholarship
Established in 1968 by the Minnie and Arthur Vare Foundation, New York
Scholarship Awards
M.Sc. Scholarships in Perpetuity

The Rose and Ben N. Vollen Scholarship
Established in 1993 through a bequest of Ben N. Vollen, Chicago, Illinois

The Wagner-Braunsberg Family Foundation Scholarship Fund
Established in 2000 by Mr. and Mrs. Peter Wagner, and Elizabeth Wagner, Rockville, Maryland

The Norma Walk Memorial Scholarship
Established in 1971 through a bequest of Norma Walk, New York

The Raoul Wallenberg Scholarship
Established in 1980 by the Swedish Committee and the Canadian Society for the Weizmann Institute of Science

The George Wasserman Family Foundation/Janice Wasserman Goldstein Scholarship
Established in 1994 by the George Wasserman Foundation, Inc., and by Janice Wasserman Goldstein, Washington, D.C.

The Dr. Edgar Weil Memorial Bursary
Established in 1975 by an anonymous donor, Los Angeles, California

The Charles Weinfeld Memorial Scholarship
Established in 1972 by the Charles Weinfeld Trust, Northbrook, Illinois

The Celeste and Joseph Weingarten Memorial Scholarship
Established in 1987 by Nancy Weingarten and friends, Boston, Massachusetts

The Edythe and Samuel Weinstein Scholarship
Established in 2002 by the Samuel Weinfeld Family Foundation, Niles, Illinois

The Joe and Celia Weinstein Master's Scholarship in Perpetuity
Established in 1995 by Major Max and Sylvia Shulman, New York

The Dr. Lee Franklin Weinstock Leadership Scholarship
Established in 1994 through a bequest of Dr. Lee Franklin Weinstock, Detroit, Michigan

The Samuel Wendorf Bursary for the Feinberg Graduate School
Established in 2001 through a bequest of Samuel Wendorf, Milwaukee, Wisconsin

The Sarah Werch Research Scholarship Fund
Established in 1994 by the Solomon Carl Werch Trust, Chicago, Illinois

The J. Stanley and Rose Weyman Memorial Scholarship
Established in 1997 by Anne Weyman, London, United Kingdom

The Estelle White Memorial Scholarship Fund
Established in 2001 through a bequest of Estelle White, New York

The William W. Willkow Scholarship Fund
Established in 1987 by Mrs. William W. Willkow, Chicago, Illinois

The Dr. Albert and Blanche Willner Scholarship for Russian Students
Established in 1993 by Dr. and Mrs. Albert Willner, Delray Beach, Florida

The Women of Vision Scholarship Fund for Breast and Ovarian Cancer Research
Established in 1996 by friends and supporters, South Florida Committee for the Weizmann Institute of Science

The Milton Young Memorial Bursary
Established in 1980 by friends of Milton Young, New York

The Alice Zacharia Scholarship
Established in 1983 by Madame Alice Zacharia, Paris, France

The Louis and Celia Zeibell and Ida Zeibell Scholarship in Perpetuity
Established in 1995 by Jack Zeibell, Chicago, Illinois

The Ronald Zemell Memorial Master's Scholarship in Immunology or Biomedical Research
Established in 2001 by Dr. and Mrs. David S. Papermaster, Bloomfield, Connecticut, in memory of Ronald Zemell

The William N. Zinn Endowed Master's Scholarship
Established in 2001 by Robert Zinn, Houston, Texas, and Natalie Zinn Haar, Cambridge, Massachusetts

The Sarah Werch Research Scholarship Fund
Established in 1993 through a bequest of Solomon Carl Werch Trust, Chicago, Illinois

The Alice Zacharia Scholarship
Established in 1983 by Madame Alice Zacharia, Paris, France

The Louis and Celia Zeibell Scholarship in Perpetuity
Established in 1995 by Jack Zeibell, Chicago, Illinois

The Ronald Zemell Memorial Master's Scholarship in Immunology or Biomedical Research
Established in 2001 by Dr. and Mrs. David S. Papermaster, Bloomfield, Connecticut, in memory of Ronald Zemell

The William N. Zinn Endowed Master's Scholarship
Established in 2001 by Robert Zinn, Houston, Texas, and Natalie Zinn Haar, Cambridge, Massachusetts

The Samuel Zonne Semester Scholarship
Established in 1980 through a bequest of Samuel Zonne, Minneapolis, Minnesota

The Lillian and Samuel L. Zuckerman Bursary
Established in 1959 by the Zuckerman family, New York, in honor of their parents' golden wedding anniversary

The Lillian and Samuel L. Zuckerman Bursary
Established in 1959 by the Zuckerman family, New York, in honor of their parents' golden wedding anniversary
Scholarship Awards

Annual and Semester M.Sc. Scholarships

The Shula and Arik Ceder Scholarship
Established in 2012 by Shula and Arik Ceder, Kfar Shmaryahu, Israel

The Halaj Family Scholarship
Established in 2012 by the Ivan and Vilma Halaj Family Foundation, Rancho Palos Verdes, California

The Judith Kaplan Scholarship Fund
Established in 2008 by the Judith Anne Kaplan Fund of RSF Social Finance, Sonoma, California

The Jorge Kassel Scholarship in the Earth Sciences
Established in 1990 by Jorge Kassel, Naucalpan, Mexico

The Edward C. and Linda Dressner Levy Foundation Master's Scholarship
Established in 2010 by Edward C. and Linda Dressner Levy, Detroit, Michigan

The Charles and Denise Noparstak Master's Scholarship
Established in 2010 by Charles and Denise Noparstak, Northbrook, Illinois

The Anna and Isidore Roseman Foundation Semester Bursary
Established in 1985 by the Anna and Isidore Roseman Foundation, Reading, Pennsylvania

The Dr. Otto Schwarz Memorial Graduate Scholarship Fund
Established in 1995 through a bequest of Dr. Otto Schwarz, Las Vegas, Nevada

The Anna and Isidore Roseman Foundation Semester Bursary
Established in 1985 by the Anna and Isidore Roseman Foundation, Reading, Pennsylvania

"King and Queen" by sculptor Sorel Etrog, in front of the David Lopatie Hall of Graduate Studies
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ph.D. Recipients</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>David Avisar 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kfir Baruch Umansky 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Meital Orbach 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yaki Eidelstein 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tegest Aybek 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reuven Eitan 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amir Eldar 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Raz Alon 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ido Almog 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nitzan Alkerman 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michal Arzi Goldschmidt 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mica Arie-Nachimson 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shai Bagon 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zohar Bloom 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dan Blat 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rotem Ben-Tov Perry 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Isaac Eyal Ben Isaac 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moshe Ben-David 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oren Ben-Ami 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guy Bemsky 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Akina Bar-On 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rotem Bar-Or 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hagit Bar-Rogovsky 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leon Berdichevsky Acosta 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dario A. Breitel 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dan Bracha 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jonathan Berson 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oran Gedalia 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amos Gutnick 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ido Goldstein 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Luat Goldshaid-Zmiri 6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lior Golomb 6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Irina Gurevich 6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michal Gordon 6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anna Gorelik 6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Daniel Gassner 6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yiron Glickman 7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elad Gannmor 7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leon S. Gruendlinger 7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moran Grossman 7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Delma Damsatov 7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yotam Dror 7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tsviki Y. Hirsh 8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Itamar Halel 8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yuval Hart 8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dana Veder-Weiss 8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dana Yuzman 8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Omi Wurzel 8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Allon Weiner 9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nir Waysort 9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Katrien Vandoome 9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Itai Wekselman 9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oded Zilberberg 9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Natalia Zameshchik 9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Irina Zaretsky 10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tzachi Hagai 10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Orna Tal 10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alexander Tesler 10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Noga Yaakov 10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Orner Yafe 10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michael Yartsev 11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ram Jaschek 11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sivan Cohen 11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Assaf Carmi 11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maya Lebow 11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uri Livneh 12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rachel Ludmer 12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nissam Levi 12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nissam Levtian 12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nissi Liberman 12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shlomi Madar 12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Natali Moletski-Handelman 12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oren Moscovitz 13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yael Mutsafi 13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Avishai Mor 13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michal Milgrom-Hoffman 13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guy Mlechkovich 13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yoav Manor 13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nadav Marbach 14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maria Maryanovich 14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amir Marcovitz 14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Micha Nixon 14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michal Segal-Salio 14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hilla Solomon 15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michal Slutski 15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Orly Ester Salama-Alber 15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shelly Adi-Harel 15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maor Ovadia 15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anna Fairgold 15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oren Forkosh 16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Itan Feine 16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Matan Field 16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eynat Finkelshtein 16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Danit Finkelshtein Beker 16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nir Fluman 16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anat Florentin 16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Orna Fallik 17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eviatar Ben Proccacia 17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Julia Farache Pinto 17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elk Chapnik 17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shiri Chechik 17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Omer Teubari 17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jasmine Serrar 18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shlomi Kotler 18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wolfgang J. Klostter 18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ayelet Cooper 18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Itay Koren 18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Orit Klipper-Gross 18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ekatrina Kopitman 19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tamir Klein 19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Liat Raviv 19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Meny Kirm 19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ilia Kaminker 19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Erez Romi 19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chaya Rosen 20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ronit Rozenszajn 20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Liat Rockah-Shmuel 20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tatyana Rachutin Zalogin 20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bo Xiao 20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oren Shoval 20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oshp Schwartz 21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leonid Schwartzharden 21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shy Stern 21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zohar Schoenmann 21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nelia Shechter 21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Andrey Shalit 21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Revital Sharikin 22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inbar Sarai-Sink 22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Name</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Haim Yuval Aviram</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inna Averbukh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Andrei Averkin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shani Agnon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Miki Adler</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hannah Aharon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Linor Unger</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gilad Or-ly</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emil Eidin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Avital Elbaum-Cohen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shaarit Amiaty</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moriah Arouchi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shakedi Ahikami</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Noam Borovisky</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maor Bittat</td>
</tr>
<tr>
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